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07/09/05 TT No.42: Stephen Harris - Mole Valley Predators (CCL)  

Tuesday 6 September 2005; Mole Valley Predators 2-0 Raynes Park Vale; CoCo 

League; Att: 66, programme issued, admission: £4.50. 

Mole Valley Predators have one of the more exotic names in English senior football 

and are an amalgamation of the three clubs who shared the River Lane Sports 

Ground last season. From Fetcham Park United they have inherited a thriving youth 

set up, from Predators FC a name, a club badge and red and white colours, and 

from Chessington United places in the CoCo League, FA Vase and FA Cup. A good 

deal all round it seems. 

The ground has five pitches and a rural feel despite being just fifteen minutes-walk 

from Leatherhead station - a spooky walk too on the way back in near total 

darkness past the local boneyard. The main pitch is railed on three sides, with a 

hedge behind one goal. The near side and far end have hard standing, some of 

which is a bit tatty. But piles of builder’s materials suggested that some sprucing 

up is in hand. Midway along the near side is a pleasant, modern brick-built 

clubhouse and dressing room block, with tea bar within. This has a spacious 

overhang which would have comfortably accommodated the entire crowd in poor 

weather; standing or on the scattering of seats put out here. But on a pleasant 

evening the small crowd scattered itself far and wide and made appropriate use of 

the picnic tables beside the near touchline. 

The word on the street was that RPV have a pretty good team this season, whilst 

two friends had independently described Predators to me as 'useless' in recent 

days. Not so. The home side took an early lead then withstood some relentless RPV 

pressure as their goal led a charmed life. But Predators came strong in the second 

half and begun to look worthy of a win. Their players were enthusiastic and clearly 

enjoying their football, whist the visiting team were reduced to swearing at each 

other. Inevitably, it seemed, RPV gave away a penalty which was emphatically put 

away for a 2-0 win. 

I'm afraid that the programme was a rather poor effort on this occasion - little 

more than line-ups and league table with some standard history paragraphs - given 

to the earlier arrivals on entry. Overall, I enjoyed my first visit to this small club 

which is striving to establish itself with a new identity. Match Rating: 3*. 
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